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Abstract 
Knopfmacher, A. and J. Knopfmacher, Counting irreducible factors of polynomials over a finite 
field, Discrete Mathematics, 112 (1993) 103-l 18. 
Let F,[X] denote a polynomial ring in an indeterminate X over a finite field IF,. Exact formulae are 
derived for (i) the number of polynomials of degree n in F,[X] with a specified number of 
irreducible factors of a fixed degree r in F,[X]and (ii) the averaye number of such irreducible factors 
and corresponding oariance for a polynomial of degree n in [F, [ X]. The main emphasis is on the case 
when multiplicity of factors is counted. These results are then applied to derive the mean and 
variance for the total number of irreducible factors of polynomials of degree n in F,[X]. 
1. Introduction 
Let F,[X] denote a polynomial ring in one indeterminate X over a finite field IF, 
with exactly 4 elements. In studying properties of polynomials over IF, and for other 
purposes, one may sometimes need information on polynomials with a given number 
of irreducible factors of a certain degree. The main aim of this paper is to determine 
(i) the total number of manic polynomials of fixed degree n in IF, [ X], with a spec$ed 
number of irreducible factors of a fixed degree in IF, [ X] and (ii) the average number 
of such irreducible factors, and the corresponding uariance for a polynomial of degree 
n in ff,[X]. Since questions of this nature have been at least partly considered 
previously for the simpler case of distinct factors (see reference after Theorem 4 below), 
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our main emphasis will be on the case when multiplicity of such factors is counted. 
(iii) We apply the above results to obtain precise estimates of the variances for the 
functions Q(f) and o(f), which count the total number, (respectively the distinct 
number) of irreducible factors of any degree, of a polynomial &F,[X]. 
Let n(r)=z,(r) denote the number of manic irreducible polynomials of degree r in 
F,[X]. Then it is well known that 
(1.1) 
where p denotes the Moebius function. (See, e.g., Lid1 and Niederreiter [S, pp. 92-931.) 
This exact determination of n(r) allows an exact calculation of the quantities 
M,*(n, k, Y) defined below. 
Theorem 1. Let M,*(n, k, r) denote the total number of manic polynomials of degree n 2 r 
in F,[X], which have exactly k < [n/r] irreducible factors of degree r in E,[X] when 
multiplicity is counted. Then 
M:(nkr)= r (ir(r):kP1)qnWkr( I-$)““, O<k<[n/r]--n(r), (~(r)~k-‘)qn-“.‘~k(-I)nii;/:))q-rm, k>[n/r]-n(r). 
Furthermore the average number of such irreducible factors in lF,[X] (with multiplicity 
counted) of a polynomial of degree n >r in E,[X] equals 
.a(1 _q-rw*l)+ao 
q’- 1 
as n+co. 
The restriction above and below to manic polynomials is essentially one of conve- 
nience. Let P, denote the set of all manic polynomials of degree n in F,[X], and let 
N:(f) denote the total number of irreducible factors in P, (counting multiplicity) of 
a given polynomialf: 
Corresponding to the formula for the average 
we shall also derive an explicit equation for the variance (see (3.9) below), with the 
simple asymptotic corollary. 
Theorem 2. As n+ 00 for fixed r, the variance 
1 
-c qn jW” (W(f)-W(n))‘+ 6 
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For the sake of completeness, although the question has at least partly been 
considered previously, we shall also briefly consider the case of distinct irreducible 
factors. 
Theorem 3. Let M,(n, k, r) denote the total number of manic polynomials of degree n in 
F,[X] which have exactly k<min{[n/r], z(r)} distinct irreducible factors in P,., 
l<r<n. Then 
I 
if n 3 rx(r), 
M,(n, k, r) = 
(“y’)q~-kr’~~~k(-l,-(““r~-k)q-rm ifn<m(r). 
Clearly Mq(n,O,r)= M,*(n,O,r) and M,(n, l,n)= M,*(n, 1, n)=z(n). 
Theorem 4. The mean value of the number of distinct irreducible factors in P, for 
a polynomial in P,, n>r, is 
N,(n)=? 
and the corresponding variance is 
1 
-CC 
N,(f)_? 2= 
1 i 
n(r)(q’- l)qm2’ if r < n/2, 
q” fsP, z(r)(q’-rt((r))q-*’ ifr>n/2, 
where NJ f) denotes the number of distinct irreducible factors off in P,. 
Regarding M&n, k, r) we remark that this was studied previously by Williams [lo] 
who obtained asymptotic formulae for n < p = char([f,). In addition exact formulae for 
M,(n, k, r) are implicit from these results in [lo] in the cases n <p. 
In the particular case r = 1, M,*(n, k, r) and M&n, k, r) represent the number of 
polynomials in P, having exactly k possibly multiple, (respectively distinct) zeros in [F,. 
These quantities were previously considered in [S]. Also the mean and variance for 
the number of distinct zeros, obtained by setting r = 1 in Theorem 4, are special cases 
of results of Schmidt [9, pp. 157-1581 (see also [S, Chapter 63). 
Note that by (1.1) 
z(r)=qr/r+O(qri2/r), r-co. (1.2) 
We deduce from this and the above results that for both distinct and multiple 
irreducible factors in P,, the mean and variance asymptotically equal 
l/r + O(q -r/2/r) as r-+00. (1.3) 
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Finally, in Section 4 the above results are applied to obtain exact formulae for the 
mean and variance of each of the functions L’(f) and ocf),&P,,. From these we then 
deduce the following precise asymptotic formulae. 
Theorem 5. As n+co, 
log n 
Var,(w)=logn+~+c,+cz-g+O - 
( > n 
where 
o>c,= - -f q-‘/r, O>c2= f (n(r)-q’/r)(q’-1)/q”, 
‘=l r=l 
and y is Euler’s constant. 
Theorem 6. As n-+oo, 
log n 
Var,(R)=logn+~+c,+c~-G+O - 
( ) n ’ 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
where 
O>c,= f (~(r)-q’/r)q’/(q’-l)2, and 
r=l 
()<c,= f -f Yq-“. 
t=1*=1 
Similar asymptotic estimates for the averages Mean,(o) and Mean,(Q) are given in 
[7, Theorem 9.51, but nothing parallel apart from an O(log n) estimate for Var(o) (cf. 
[7, p. 921) and recently log n+ O(1) estimates in [3] seem to have been noted 
previously for the variances. (In this connection, it is interesting to compare the 
analogous results, for the quite different case of ordinary integers, derived by Diaconis 
et al. [2].) 
In addition, an alternative approach to these questions, suggested by one of the 
referees. is outlined at the end of Section 5. 
2. Counting irreducible factors with their multiplicities 
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 1. 
If f is a manic polynomial with exactly k (possibly repeated) irreducible factors 
c,(x), . . . . Q(X) in P’ then f(x)=cl(x)cz(x) ... c,(x)g(x) where g has no irreducible 
factor of degree r. Hence g lies in the multiplicative semigroup J = Jr’ generated by all 
manic irreducible polynomials in E,[X] of degree #r. 
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On the basis of terminology as in [6, Chapter 33, J is an additive arithmetical 
semigroup with a generating (zeta) function ZJ(y)=CrEO J(n)y”, where J(n) denotes 
the total number of polynomials of degree n in J. By way of comparison, we recall that 
the multiplicative semigroup G, of all manic polynomials in lF,[X] has a generating 
function involving corresponding numbers G,(n)=q”. We shall prove that 
[n/r1 
r(r) 
J(n)=q” 1 (-1)” m 
( > 
q-‘m. 
m=O 
This equation is a consequence of so-called Euler-product formulae (cf. [6, p. 581, say): 
Z,(y)= fi (1 -L(m)-“(m), Z&)= fi (l-ym)-n(m). 
m=1 VI=1 
?tl#r 
These formulae show that 
which leads to the equation for J(n). 
The same semigroup J and numbers J(n) arise for all choices of k-element ‘multisets’ 
ic 1,..., ck} of irreducible elements of P,, i.e. ‘k-combinations’ of the n(r) elements 
allowing unrestricted repetitions. Since the total number of choices of such k-combi- 
nations is (n(*)+kk-l), it follows that 
and this implies the stated formulae for M,*(n, k, r) in Theorem 1. 
Next, although the preceding results could in principle be used to derive the average 
number of irreducible factors of degree r, we shall use a more direct approach: Let II, 
denote the set of all irreducible polynomials in P,. Then the total number N:(f) of 
irreducible factors offin P, when multiplicity is counted, can be written as 
[n/r1 
W(f)= 1 W(f)? 
i=l 
where 
V(f)= c. 1. 
aEn,,a’lf 
Further, a’lf;fE P,, if and only iff=a’g for some gEP,_,i. Since there are exactly qnWri 
possible polynomials gEP,-,i, it follows that 
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Therefore 
N:(+; N:(f)=$[$ 1 N!“(f)=n(r)yq-r’ 
E n I IfeP, i=l 
=feg -q-WI). 
3. The variance when multiplicity is counted 
In view of the equation 
1 
Y c (W(f)-W(n))z=L c (W(f))2-(~:(~))2, 
q fePn q”JW, 
the variance here will be determined after calculating 
(2.1) 
(3.1) 
Now, for r(i+j)<n, 
(3.2) 
id j < n/r, 
c Ni”(f 
fEPt7 
= c (i-jr 
acn, 
+ a #Fe,, p-j 
r 
= n(r) qn-*j +n(r)(n(r)-l)q”_“‘fj’. 
Similarly, for r(i +j) > n, i <j d n/r, 
c Ni”(f)Ny’(f)= 1 C 1 =n(r)q”-*j. 
fEPn J-EP,, ad,,J-=a’h 
Therefore, if ti = [n/(2r)] and II* = [n/r], 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
1 
n* 
-cc 
qn/eP,i=l 
(NY’ (f ))* 
1 R 
=- 
4” P 
(x(r)q”-‘i+n(r)(n(r)-l)q n-*ri)+ 9 n(r)qn-ri 
i=l i=n+l I 
=71(y) 1+_- ~- 
q’-1 i 
7c(r)- 1 
q’+l q 
-,,,(n(r)-1) qpJ 
qr+ 1 I 
‘. (3.5) 
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Next for i<n*, (3.3) and (3.4) imply that 
?I* 
$c c n Ni”(f)N$qf) 
fsP,j=i+l 
1 
n* -i .* 
=- 
4” ic 
x(r)q”_j’ +7T(r)(7$r)-l)q”-‘(i+j)+ 
c n(r) qnmrj 
j=i+ 1 j=n*-i+l I 
=++{(x(r)-l)q-2r’+q-‘i-qmrn*x(r)}. (3.6) 
Hence 
NiOIN,U)=&n$l {(71(r)-l)q-2ri+q-*i-~(r)q-rn*} 
1-l 
l-q- 44 r(n* - 1) - 
w- 1) i qr-1 
Combining (3.2), (3.5) and (3.7), we now obtain 
1 
-c 
q” SEPn 
(NXO)2 = 
+2(x(r)-l)q-2r(n*-1) 
4 
21-l +(2(n*-l)z(r)+l)q-‘“* . (3.8) 
Finally we obtain the variance 
(N,*(f)_N,*@))Z _(;“‘$ ,:“: { q-2r”(7((r)- 1)+2q;;:;1’ 
q’+l 
+2(n(r)- 1)’ 
-2r(n*-l) 
q2’-_1 + q’-l 
+(2(n*-l)z(r)+l)q-‘“*- 
2x(r) q-‘“* 
q’-1 I 
. (3.9) 
Theorem 2 then follows immediately. 
4. Distinct factors and probability laws 
Following an earlier pattern, we now sketch a proof of the equations for M,(n, k, r) 
in Theorem 3. 
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Iffis a manic polynomial with exactly k distinct irreducible factors cl, . . . , ck in P, 
then f= c1 c2 . . . ckg where g lies in the multiplicative semigroup H = Ht) = Hr) (cl, , 
c,)generatedbyc,,..., ck and all manic irreducible polynomials in F,[X] with degree 
#r. In analogy with J earlier, H has the generating function 
Z,(y)= 2 H(n)y”=(l -~?‘)n(~)-~&(y)=(l -yr)a(r)-k(l -qy)-‘. 
n=O 
As for J(n) earlier, one can now derive an explicit formula 
In/‘1 
H(n)=q" c (-1)” 
m=O 
This is the same for each of the (“PI) possible k-element subsets {cr, . . . , ck} of L7,. 
Hence M,(n, k, r) = (%p)) H(n - kr), and this leads to the equations of Theorem 3. The 
conclusions of Theorem 4 follow easily using the results for C/.,p, NY)(~) and 
C,,.,(Njr)(f))2 determined previously. Here it may be of independent interest to note 
that, when n > r-x(r), the probability of obtaining k distinct irreducible factors of degree 
r is 
i.e. a binomial probability law with 
Mean = x(r)/q’, and 
n(r) 
Variance=- 
4* 
. 
In particular we have a Gaussian limit 
Prob(k < n(r)/q* + xJx(r) (q’- 1)/q’) +---- 
& Yme s 
-““dt as q+co 
Considering factors when multiplicity is counted, it is also interesting to note that 
when k d [n/r] -z(r), n > rz(r), 
Prob (k factors in n(r) with multiplicity counted) 
i.e. one obtains a truncated negative binomial probability law. The full mean and 
variance of this law over all k are: 
1 
Full Mean = x(r).- 
1 4’ r@q’ 
qr- 1’ 
Full Variance=z(r).---== 
q’-1 q’-1 (q*-1)2’ 
which agree with the earlier asymptotic values as n+co, q fixed. 
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5. The number of prime factors of polynomials in F, [ x] 
Any given polynomial f c P, has a unique prime factorization 
f=p",' ... pf’, 
where pl, . . . , pt are distinct manic irreducible polynomials, ai E N , 1 d i < t. Define 
o(f)= i 0, f= 1, 
4 f#l, 
Q(f)= 
i 
; +a + 
f=l, 
1 2 ... +a,, f#l. 
It follows from the definitions that WV? and Q(J) are the number of distinct prime 
factors off and the total number of prime factors off; respectively. Thus these 
functions are the analogues of the classical w, 52 functions for ordinary integers. (See, 
e.g., Hardy and Wright [4].) 
Using the notation of the previous section it is easy to see that 
o(f)= i NV(f) and Q(f)= i N,*(f). 
*=l *=l 
From Theorems 1 and 4 we deduce that the mean or average value of w(f) over all 
polynomials in P, is, 
tq+g; co(f)=&.(n)=~$) 
En r=l r=l 
=1ogn+y+c;+o ; ) 
0 
O>ci= f (n(r)-qq’/r)qmr, 
r=1 
and the mean value of Q(f) over all polynomials in P, is 
Lyn)=$f; Q(f)= 2 N:(n)=r$l$+(l -q-‘[““I) 
E n r=1 
=1ogn+y+c;+o ; ) 
0 
a, 
c;=c; + c 
44 
r=l 4’W- 1)’ 
The exact values for these averages were previously determined by Cohen [l]. The 
asymptotic formulae follow from the results of [7, pp. 85-871 and can also be derived 
directly from the exact formulae, in the same way as we prove Theorems 5 and 6. 
As far as we know, however, estimates for the variances have not appeared in 
the literature before, apart from an O(logn) estimate for o (cf. [7], p. 92) and 
recently log n + O(1) estimates by Flajolet and Soria [3]. Here, using the results of 
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Theorems 14, we shall in Theorems 7 and 8 obtain exact formulae for the variances of 
the functions Q(f), and w(f) f~ P,. These in turn leads to the useful asymptotic 
estimates of these functions stated earlier in Theorems 5 and 6, which seem to be more 
precise than those previously determined. 
Theorem 7. 
Var,(w) :=L C (c0(f)-&((n))2 
l&P, 
n n-l n 
= 
c 
7C(r)(q’-l)q-2’- cc 7c(i)n(j)q-‘-j 
r=l i= 1 j=n-i+ 1 
Proof. For convenience we denote the variance of N,(f) in Theorem 4 by Var(N,), 
1 d r d ~1, and we denote by Ni,j(n) the expected value of the product of the random 
variables Ni(f) and Nj(f), over allfE P,. Since for eachfE P,, o(f) can be regarded 
as the sum of the n random variables N,(f), r = 1, 2, . . . , n, it follows from a standard 
result on variances of sums of random variables that 
Var,(o) = f: Var(N,) + 2 1 (Ni,j(n)-Ni(n) Nj(n)). (5.1) 
,=l 14icjGn 
For i+jdn, 
=$ C 1 C q~-i-j=~n(~)7c~)q-i-j. 
nsni aeni berlj 
Clearly for i +j > n, Ni, j (n) = 0. The results now follow by using Theorem 4. 0 
Theorem 8. As n-tco, 
Var,(Q) :=L C 
@f&-L 
(Q(f)-fi((n))2 
n n(r)q’ n 
= 
r=l(ql---r=[ni2,+I 74r)(71(r)--)q-2’ c c 
n-l ” 
xz j=~+~(q’7i(;~~~~)+o(~). 
Proof. In this case with an obvious extension of notation, 
Var,(Q)= i Var(N,*)+2 c (Ntj(n)-NT(H)NT(n)). 
r=1 l<i<j<n 
(5.2) 
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NEj(f)= 1 NIY;“(f) 
k,l 
Now 
~k+jl~n 
1 ~i:;J)(f)= C qn-(ik+jl)=7L(i)7CO’)qn-(ik+jl). 
fEP” asII,,btll, 
Thus 
[(n-A/i] [(n - ik)/jl 
=7+)71(j) 1 q-‘k c q-j’ 
k=l I=1 
=z(i)z(j)/((qi-l)(qj-l))+O(flq-‘) as n-+co. 
We now have 
Var.(Q)=r$l*+R.- C *(i)Ko‘) 
,$j$-l)o’-l) 
+s,, 
where, by (3.9), 
by [6, p. 861, while 
=o q-n 
( 
c 
qi+j l<i,j<n ij(qi-ll)(qJ-l) )=+nl~~“~) 
=O(r?q-“)=O i . 0 
0 n 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
Note. In principle, (3.9) and (5.3) could be used to give an exact formula for Var,(Q. 
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Proof of Theorem 5. Let n(r) = q’/r + p,, p, = O(q@/r) by (1.2). We shall use Theorem 
7 to obtain the result. Now 
=logn+,+cl+c2+o(~)+o(~~)+~~_ 
where 
CC 4-, 
cl=- -, c 
c = m PA4r-l) 
2 c 2, ’ 
r=l 
r 
r=1 4 
Hence 
” 44 c 
*=1 
&q,- l)=logn+y+c, +c2+o ; , 
0 
since 
CF<C fYr=O(O-“) for 8> 1. 
r>fl *>?l 
Obviously c1 ~0, while c2 ~0 in view of the inequality pm <O (which is deduced from 
the Miibius inversion of (1.1): q’=&, &r(d)). Next 
In the sequel, denote CIQi<j,<n,i+j,n by Ci,j for brevity. Then 
c 
l<i<jcn, 
,+j,?l 
Here 
; $.x1 jxg+l;=2:(&+ ... +:) 
i=l 
=~~t)(~~)-~~(log,,-i,+I+O(~)) 
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Also 
n-l 
c 
i=l 
flog(+i)=[:-l (z;)&g 
=l:‘(logy+y+O(;))&dy 
CT 
s 
n-l(logn+logu-:))du+ylog(n-_l)+O logn 
1 u c-1 n 
log n 
=(logn)2+~logn-~+0 - 
( ) n ’ 
SO 
c 
1 7L2 log n 
--+o ~ 
i,j ij- 6 ( ) n ’ 
Next note that 
where co=C,E, q -*12/~, using [7, p. 86, Lemma 9.61. Next 
c 
Pi4-i n-1 
PC 
j = ( 
PiCi 
1 
_+...+A 
i,j i l 
n-i+ 1 n 
n-1 
= 
c 
i=l 
Piq-i(lOgH+O t -log(n-i)+O 1 
0 ( )) 
n-i 
=~Pi4mi(o(~)+o(t)+o(&)) 
=o(~)+o(~&)=o(~). 
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Lastly 
c PiPj4 -‘-j=O(above)=O 
i,j 
We now get 
c n(i) 71 (j) T? log n 
i.j --=,+O - ’ 4 l+j ( 1 n 
and so, by Theorem 7, 
log n 
Var.(w)=logn+~+c,+c,-z+O - 
( 1 n ’ 
0 
Proof of Theorem 6. Firstly, by Theorem 8, 
Varn(Q)=r$I s-1 K(i,x(!) (I). 
i,j (q’-l)(qJ-l)+” n 
Secondly 
” 7T(r)q’ n q’ 
r=l (4*= c c .=,(4’ r ( > g+pv 
where c3 = I,“, plqr/(qr - 1)’ -C 0. Thus 
n e-)q’ -=10gn+y+c,+0 1 + 
cc 
c ,=,w-v 0 = n (t+ 1){4t)+W -tn)>7 t=1 
where c~(~)=C,Y!~ qptr/r. So 
n 4r)qr 
c 1,1(4’-lir 
=logn+y+c3+c4+0 1 
0 n ’ 
where 
Now 
c 44 n(j) i,j (qi- l)(qj- I)= i,j c aok(j)(l+O(q_i))(l+O(q_j)) q’+J 
74)71(j) 49nC.8 74i)~ti) 
=;+o(y+O(;(~+~+&). 
Also 
c 
i,j 
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and 
c 44n(j)_0 1 -- 
4 
1+2j 
i,i 0 n ’ 
as in the proof of Theorem 5. Furthermore 
c @)~(A p=O(above)=O 2i+2j 
i,j 4 
Therefore 
log n 
Var,(a)=logn+~+c,+c,~+O - 
( ) n . 
0 
Remarks. We are indebted to one of the referees for providing the following formulas 
which lead to an alternative approach to these problems. Let 
M4*(Y’zl,z2’.~’ )= 
n,kibO i> 1 
Mq(Y,Zl,Z2, ... )= c M,hh,k2, . ..)_V fl z:', 
i> 1 
where hkl, . ..)W.h kl, k2, . . )) is the number of polynomials of degree n in 
F,[X] which have ki irreducible factors (distinct irreducible factors) of degree i in 
F,[X]. Then the Euler-product formulae yield 
Mq*(y,zl,z2, . ..)= n (l-~~y~)-=(~), 
i>l 
M4(y,z1,z2, . ..)= n 
i3 1 
M, =M, =(l -qy)_1. 
(zi = 1 foralli) (2, = 1 foralli) 
If [y”] P(y) denotes the coefficient of y” in P(y) then with the same notation as in the 
previous sections, 
M,*(n,k,r)=[y”z:] MT > 
(a= Ifori+r) 
1 a2M* 
Nfj(n)=-2 
4” aziazj (zk = 1 forall k) 
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Similar formulae hold in the case of distinct irreducible factors. Furthermore if 
P,,, denotes the number of polynomials of degree n with exactly k irreducible factors 
with multiplicity counted then 
Pn,k’ wzkl M4* 
(2, =zforalli) 
Now by applying Darboux method to the generating function for Pn,k (see [3]) one 
can derive asymptotic estimates for b(n) and Var,(Q). 
Although this approach simplifies certain of the computations the original ap- 
proach has the merit of being perhaps more elementary. 
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